C267H #17 is (13 acres) is a northern hardwood/hemlock stand. It will be managed now with the stands to the south.

C267H #21 (4 acres) is a typed as a white birch stand. The stand includes northern hardwoods and a hemlock understory. The birch that can be reached from the town road will be harvested to let the longer-lived tree species grow.

C268H #4 (68 acres) is a large sawlog size hemlock stand with a 1819 origin year.

C268H #5 (86 acres) is a northern hardwood stand with hemlock secondary.

C268H #6 (47 acres) is a hemlock stand that is very wet in places. The secondary type is red maple and yellow birch. There is very little sugar maple in this stand.

This area was last harvested in the mid-1980's, but the contract was never fully completed. More work is needed to determine which areas are suitable for harvest considering past management, soil suitability for access and silviculture in this native community area. Will need to do a field consultation with specialists including silviculture, natural heritage conservation and more.